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What Is Claimed Is:

1 . A method for measuring an absolute steering angle of a steering shaft for a

vehicle using a first rotatable body and a second rotatable body that rotate together with

the steering shaft of the vehicle at a predetermined rotation ratio, respectively, the

5 method comprising the steps of:

obtaining a H'm' value by measuring a relative rotational angle 4" of the first

rotatable body and obtaining a 0M ' value by measuring the relative rotational angle 6' of

the second rotatable body by means of angle sensors whose measurement ranges are Qs;

obtaining 0c's by calculating a plurality of relative rotational angles 0's of the

10 second rotatable body corresponding to the value, using the relation between the

relative rotational angle 4" of the first rotatable body and the relative rotational angle 9'

of the second rotatable body;

obtaining a frequency i-value of the first rotatable body by comparing the

plurality of 0c's to the 0M ' value; and

15 obtaining an absolute steering angle Ol of the steering shaft based on the

relation between *F and O, after the absolute rotational angle *F is obtained by using the

i-value.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

20 obtaining a present i-value comparing a previous 4^' value to a present ^Fm' value,

obtaining a present value for the absolute rotational angle of the first rotatable body,
«

and obtaining a present <D1 value, which is a successive value of the <P1 measurement,

based on the relation between *F and O.

25 3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
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obtaining a plurality of 4V values by calculating a plurality of 4" values

corresponding to the 0M ' value using the relation between the 4" values and the 6'

values;

obtaining a frequency j of the second rotatable body by comparing the plurality

5 of4V values to the 4V value;

obtaining an absolute steering angle 02 of the steering shaft based on the

relation between 0 and O, wherein the absolute rotational angle 0 of the second

rotatable body is obtained by using the j-value; and

obtaining the steering angle <D of the steering shaft by taking the mean value of

10 theOl and the 02.

4. The method according to claim 3, further comprising the steps of:

obtaining a present i-value from a previous i-value after comparing a previous

4V value to a present 4V value, obtaining a present value for the absolute rotational

15 angle 4* from the obtained present i-value, and obtaining a present Ol value from a

relation between 4* and O;

obtaining a present j-value from a previous j-value after comparing a previous

0M ' value to a present 0m' value, obtaining' a present value for the absolute rotational

angle 0 from the obtained present j-value, and obtaining a present 02 value from a

20 relation between 0 and O; and

taking the mean value of the present Ol value and the present 02 value.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein if a difference between the Ol

value and the 02 value, AO, is greater than a predetermined value, further comprising

25 the steps of:
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reobtaining the i-value of the first rotatable body by comparing a plurality of

0C ' values to a 9M ' value, in which the plurality of 8C ' values are obtained by calculating

a plurality of 0's corresponding to a 4V value based on the relation between the G' and

the 4";

5 reobtaining a j-value of a second rotatable body by comparing a plurality of4V

values to a 4V value, in which the plurality of4V values are obtained by calculating a

plurality of 4"s corresponding to a 0M ' value based on the relation between the 0' and

the 4"; and

taking the mean value of recalculated <D1 and 02 values by using the reobtained

1 0 i-value and the j -value.
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